Sanamed medical journal of doctors Novi PazarCall For Reviewers
Peer-reviewed medical journal Sanamed, seeks applicants interested in serving as reviewers. If
you are interested, please volunteer your expertise. All disciplines are needed.
The role of reviewers is to evaluate the quality and relevance of submitted papers.
Members of the Peer Review Board peer review submitted articles in their areas of expertise,
suggest topics to be covered and provide ongoing advice to the editors.
When you are selected to be a reviewer for a manuscript, you will have a 5 days to accept or
decline. If you accept the request, you will have approximately 2 weeks to complete the review.
Final decision about the acceptance and refusal of the article for the publication will be taken
by editors.
Reviewers may be requested to review manuscripts up to four times a year. Reviewers who
consistently exhibit excellent reviews and respond promptly to the editorial requests are
considered for invitation to the Editorial Board.
Medical journal Sanamed (MJS) uses a double-blind review process in which authors do not
know the identity of their reviewers, nor do the reviewers know the identities of the authors.
If submitted manuscript is judged as an inappropriate for the journal's readership, there will
be no external reviewing. If review is required, authors can expect rejection or acceptance in
approximately 4 to 6 weeks, depending on the turnaround time for reviews.
After the external review is complete, the Editor's decision, with comments from the reviewers,
is emailed to the corresponding author.
If you are interested in becoming a reviewer in medical journal Sanamed, please contact us.
Our addresses are sanamednp2006@gmail.com or sanamednp@gmail.com
Applicants must provide the following informations:
 updated curriculum vitae ( biographic details, education, academic and
professional experience, areas of research and interest, skills, list of yours
publication…)
 Areas of expertise
 Brief summary outlining previous peer review/editing
experience
 Number of papers to review per year
If you have any additional questions please contact the journal at sanamednp2006@gmail.com
or sanamednp@gmail.com

